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Abstract

This paper investigates the applicability of ensemble forecasts of numerical weather prediction (NWP) model for flood forecasting. In this study, 10 km resolution ensemble rainfalls forecast and their downscaled forecasts of 2km resolution were used in the hydrologic model as input data for flood forecasting and application of flood early warning. Ensemble data consists of 51 members and 48 hr forecast time. Ensemble outputs are verified spatially whether they can produce suitable rainfall predictions or not during the 2013 Typhoon No. 18, ‘Man-yi’ event. Then flood forecasting driven by ensemble outputs is carried out over the Katusra river basin of the Kinki area, Japan.
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1. Introduction

On mid-September 2013 heavy rainfalls happened over Japan due to the season’s 18th typhoon, ‘Man-yi’, which caused large flooding and enormous landslide disasters over Japan's Kinki region. In Kyoto on September 16, 260,000 people in the city were ordered to evacuate to shelters and were also ordered to evacuate across mainly the west side of Japan. The Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) issued a “special warning” for three western Japan
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prefectures of Fukui, Kyoto, and Shiga. Over 70 people were injured and at least one person was killed. Many homes were flooded and about 80,000 were without electricity in western and central Japan.

In these types of extreme events, it is essential to be able to provide as much advance warning as possible. This advance warning requires both quantitative precipitation forecasting (QPF) and quantitative flood forecasting (QFF). Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models are now becoming standard for short-range (1~2 days) forecasts. NWP models use current weather conditions as input to atmospheric models to predict the evolution of weather systems. These models represent the atmosphere as a dynamic fluid and solve for its behavior through the use of mechanics and thermodynamics. The accuracy of weather forecasts has steadily improved over the years, due to advances in NWP techniques and increased computing power (Buizza et al., 1999; Demeritt et al., 2007).

In the context of flood management, it is important to integrate NWP model output and flood forecasting. It is possible to incorporate NWP model outputs directly into flood forecasting systems to obtain an extended lead time (Xuan et al., 2009). However, direct application of deterministic NWP model output can propagate uncertainties into the hydrologic domain. For this reason, the development of ensemble hydrological applications started in the late 1990s and is a field of ongoing research (De Roo et al., 2003; Gouweleeuw et al., 2005). Ensemble flood forecasting provides additional information to the deterministic flood forecast in the short forecast range, and provides a signal in terms of pre-warning and exceedance probabilities for threshold values (e.g. critical discharge, levels causing inundation, and so on).

This study attempts to deal with ensemble forecast outputs of NWP model for flood forecasting applications with a distributed hydrologic model. In this study, we examined 10km resolution forecasting and its downscaled forecast of 2km resolution. We assess the flood forecast driven by ensemble outputs which are carried out over the Katsura river basin of the Kinki area, Japan.

The questions in this study are as follows:

1) How much did the downscaled NWP improve the reliability of the discharge for the Hiyoshi dam operation?

2) How well did the downscaled NWP predict the water level for flood early warning in the Karsura river basin?

2. Data and Study Area

2.1. Design of Meteorological Experiment

In Japan, an operational one-week ensemble prediction model from JMA was developed to provide probabilistic information of 51 ensemble members with a horizontal resolution of 60 km, and it used to be applied for hydrological applications (e.g., prior and optimized release discharge for dam operation; Matsubara et al., 2013). However, operational short-term (1–2 day) ensemble prediction with much finer resolution has not yet been developed. For that reason, in this study, 10 km resolution ensemble rainfalls forecast and their downscaled forecasts of 2km resolution were used in the hydrologic model as input data for flood forecasting and application of flood early warning for the 2013 Typhoon No.18 ‘Man-yi’ event.

Both 10 km and 2 km resolution systems used the JMA Non-hydrostatic Model (NHM) as the forecast model. The domain of the two ensemble systems with 10 km and 2 km horizontal resolution are illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The coarse resolution system of 10 km had a domain of 361×289 grid points with 50 vertical levels and forecasted up to 48 hours in advance. The fine-resolution 2 km system was conducted from the downscale forecast of 10 km resolution systems. This system had a domain of 350×350 grid points with 60 vertical levels and forecasted up to 48 hours in advance. The initial and boundary conditions for each member at 2 km were interpolated from the forecasts on the corresponding member at 10 km resolution. Ensemble data consists of 51 members and 48 h forecast time. Fig. 1(b) introduces a design of ensemble forecast with 6 hour interval. In this figure, grey line means actual rainfall period by typhoon man-yi in target basin, and in the time of star mark, heavy rainfall and flood warning was issued in Kyoto prefecture. So we designed the ensemble forecasts to cover the rainfall period by using 48 hr forecast time and 6 hour interval. Finally we constructed 7 forecast periods and analyzed its forecast accuracy from rainfall and discharge verification.
2.2. Study area

The Katsura river basin was selected as the target area to assess the flood forecast applicability using the ensemble NWP rainfall as illustrated in Fig. 2. The Katsura river basin is located in Kyoto, Japan, and covers an area of 1,100 km² (887 km² at the Katsura station). Topography in the catchment is characterized by a mountainous upstream in the north and a flatter plain in the south. The elevation in the catchment ranges from 4 to 1,158 m, with an average of about 325 m. The land use consists of forest (76.7%), agricultural area (9.3%), residential area (7.5%), water body (2.0%), public area (2.7%), vacant land (1.2%), and road (0.6%), respectively. The Hiyoshi dam is located upstream. The controlled outflow record from the dam reservoir is given as inflow to the hydrologic model, and the model simulates rainfall-runoff processes for the downstream of the dam.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Ensemble Flood Forecasting

In this study, target basin is katsura river basin, and there is hiyoshi dam in upstream of basin. For the suitable dam operation, the accurate forecast of dam inflow is very important. So we assessed that how much did the downscaled NWP improve the reliability of the discharge for the Hiyoshi dam operation? Fig. 3 is the 2km resolution results of forecasted areal rainfall and discharge in hiyoshi dam during 48 hours period. Red colors mean observed rainfall by radar rainfall and obs. discharge in hiyoshi dam.

From the rainfall forecast result, we could know ensemble mean was under-predicted compared with observed rainfall, but ensemble members covered the observed rainfall. Forecasted ensemble rainfalls were reflected in
forecasted discharge result. And then this ensemble forecast is continued with 6 hr interval. And we could also know that accuracy of rainfall and discharge forecast were improved by new forecast term of 6 hour interval. In this forecast period, forecasted ensemble mean value of rainfall and discharge were well matched to obs. value and all of ensemble members covered the obs. value.

But from new forecast after each 6 hr interval, forecasted peak value moved to right side, and has timing error. So, forecasted discharge also moved to right side. It can be considered by two reasons why it has forecast timing error. First one is the problem of initial condition for new forecast. In this initial time, typhoon has approached the kinki region and caused heavy rainfall in Kyoto prefecture. So, because the atmosphere condition is very unstable and atmosphere is a nonlinear and chaotic system. So, a slight change in the initial condition could result in unpredictable results. Second reason is forecast resolution in basin scale. Hiyoshi dam basin has just 290 km². Although 2km is high resolution, it is possible to have location and timing errors in small basin. So, about two reasons why it has forecast timing error, we need research to be more specific.

But from new forecast after each 6 hr interval, forecasted peak value moved to right side, and has timing error. So, forecasted discharge also moved to right side. It can be considered by two reasons why it has forecast timing error. First one is the problem of initial condition for new forecast. In this initial time, typhoon has approached the kinki region and caused heavy rainfall in Kyoto prefecture. So, because the atmosphere condition is very unstable and atmosphere is a nonlinear and chaotic system. So, a slight change in the initial condition could result in unpredictable results. Second reason is forecast resolution in basin scale. Hiyoshi dam basin has just 290 km². Although 2km is high resolution, it is possible to have location and timing errors in small basin. So, about two reasons why it has forecast timing error, we need research to be more specific.

3.2. Application to Flood Early Warning

The use of probabilistic flood forecasting for risk assessment and risk-based decision-making in flood warning is still one of the greatest challenges for the scientific community. And the use of meteorological ensembles to produce sets of hydrological predictions increased the capability to issue flood warnings. General literature agreement is that EPS flood forecasting is a useful activity and has the potential to inform early flood warning.

In Katsura river basin, there are 4 warning level for information to local people. Using these warning level information, we assessed that how well did the downscaled NWP predict the water level for flood early warning in the Karsura river basin? Fig. 4 shows predicted water level by ensemble data and the percentages of ensemble members exceeding each warning level. The colors in this figure mean actually happened warning levels in Katsura river basin. Fig. 4(a) means flood probabilities from ensemble rainfall from 48 hrs before, show up to about 90% probability to exceed warning level 1 and show up to about 50% probability to exceed warning levels 2, 3 and 4. And from the new forecast by 6 hr interval, the probabilities increase considerably. And the forecast on Fig. 4(d), probabilities show up to about 100% probability to exceed warning level 1 before 24 hours and provide the information of probabilities to exceed the warning levels 2,3 and 4 about 100% before 30 hours. The accurate probability exceeding warning level is important for flood early warning, but these information like probability figure is more important for local people to prepare the flood and evacuate. After 6 hour interval, predicted water level was under-predicted compared with observed water level, so that reason, predicted exceedance probability has also limitation. But as you know, in real time forecasting, we do not know these forecasting is accurate or not, so
these probability information is still important. Therefore, further research for the use of all of forecast information at the same time is very important for local people.

Fig. 4. predicted water level by ensemble data and the percentages of ensemble members exceeding each warning level.

4. Conclusion

Given the current issue with application of ensemble NWP to flood forecasting, this study conducted rainfall and flood forecast to overcome an insufficiency of the deterministic flood forecast using ensemble outputs with 48-hr forecast time and 2km high-resolution and to explore an accuracy improvement of the flood forecasting using ensemble NWP rainfall forecast.

Therefore, we assess the performance of ensemble flood forecasting for application of flood early warning based on the latest ensemble NWP rainfall forecast over the Katsura river basin. In this study, it is important that the ensemble flood forecast with 51 ensemble members, 48-hr forecast time and 2km high-resolution has not been carried out in previous researches for the flood early warning field.

The results of this study lead to the following conclusions:
1) Downscaled NWP improved the reliability of the discharge for the Hiyoshi dam operation.
2) NWP predicted well the water level for flood early warning in the Katsura river basin.

We expect it to be used in hydrological applications operationally, such as in real-time flood forecasting for warning systems and optimized release discharge for dam operations.
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